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Uses
• decks • runways • stadiums
• sidewalks • airport aprons • arenas
• roadways • parking decks • mall bridge connectors, etc.
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DSH     SYSTEM
Watertight Joint System for Decks
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Figure1: DSH SYSTEM in Typical Installation

Product Description
• DSH SYSTEM is an evolution of EMSEAL's

20H SYSTEM introduced over 30 years
ago.

• A factory-applied coating of traffic-
grade silicone and a field-applied
silicone corner-bead between the  DSH
SYSTEM and the substrates replaces
the field-applied Topcoat of the 20H
SYSTEM.

• The significant advantage of the DSH
SYSTEM is the movement and
watertightness safety margin afforded
by the preformed silicone coating.

• Gray color, uniform bellows
appearance, double sealing, jet-fuel
resistance, and an enhanced  ability to
handle variations in joint size are among
other advantages of the DSH SYSTEM.

Composition
• DSH is produced by coating an

impregnated cellular foam with
highway-grade silicone.

• The expanding foam is cellular
polyurethane foam impregnated with
a water-based, stabilized, acrylic-
modified asphalt.

• The silicone external facing is factory
applied to the foam at a width greater
than maximum joint extension and is
cured before final compression.

• Silicone application and curing takes
place in a factory-controlled
environment, ensuring proper
thickness control.

• In contrast to field applied liquid sealant
and backer rod installations, no
movement takes place during curing
that can cause deformation or stresses
in the material.

• When compressed, a bellows is
created in the coating.  As joint
movement occurs the bellows simply
folds and unfolds free of tension on the
bondline, and virtually free of tensile
stresses in the silicone material.

• At its functional dimension, the
impregnated foam backing is
compressed to approximately one fifth
its uncompressed dimension.  This
results in a very dense material which
provides a seal independent of the
primary silicone layer.  Additionally the
foam provides a resilient backing to

www.emseal.com

the silicone coating, making the system
more capable of resisting transient
point loads.

• DSH SYSTEM is supplied in 6.56 LF (2m)
shrink-wrapped lengths (sticks). It is
precompressed to less than the joint
size for easy insertion.  After insertion, it
expands against the joint faces.

• Non-invasive anchoring and sealing
against the substrate is achieved
through a combination of the
approximately 2.5 psi back-pressure
caused by the stored strain energy of
compression in the foam, the field-
applied epoxy adhesive and the field
installation of a corner bead of silicone.
The corner bead is applied between
the substrate  and the factory-applied
silicone coating.

Performance
• Capable, as a  dual seal, of movements

of +25%, -25% (50% total) of nominal
material size.  If these limits are
exceeded, integrity of the
impregnated foam backing seal will
be affected.

Silicone Joint Sealant
5-20 PERCENT

None
NONE

None

TABLE 1:   Approximate Volume Change
of Silicone Coating after Exposure to Fluids

Fluid
JP-4
Skydrol B
50/50 GLYCOL/H2O
Hydraulic Fluid

Percent Volume Swell - Visual

AFTER DRYING, ALL SAMPLES PASSED

+100/-50% MOVEMENT TESTING.

FIELD-APPLIED  SILICONE FILLET-BEADS
(Silicone supplied by EMSEAL)

EPOXY ADHESIVE
(Epoxy supplied by EMSEAL)

      EMSEAL DSH IMPREGNATED FOAM

®

FACTORY-APPLIED AND CURED
SILICONE BELLOWS* FACING

• The silicone membrane provides
watertightness through an additional
+25% extension, thereby affording a
margin of safety in the event of thermal
shock.

• Joint-gap faces must be parallel and
capable of resisting approx. 2.5 psi
backpressure from the foam.

• Standard sizes from 3/4" (20mm) to 6"
(150mm).  Other  sizes available subject
to review of application: consult
EMSEAL Technical Services.

• Jet Fuel Resistance:
Silicone sealant is not degraded by
contact with fuel.  Some swelling of the
material will normally occur, but it will
return to its original shape upon
evaporation of the fuel.

*Note: For joint sizes less than 1" (25mm) a
smooth, convex, single bellows is supplied.
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Limitations
DSH is not recommended for
continuous water immersion.

Warranty
Standard or project-specific warranties
are available from EMSEAL on request.

CAD .dwg's & Guide Specs

Guide specifications and CAD details
are available at
www.emseal.com, on floppy
disk, CD-Rom or by email.  Please
contact your local  representative or
call EMSEAL.

Availability & Price
DSH SYSTEM is available for shipment
internationally. Prices are available
from local representatives or direct
from the manufacturer. The product
range is continually being updated,
and accordingly EMSEAL® reserves
the right to modify or withdraw any
product without prior notice.

Installation
IMPORTANT: The following instructions
are a summary. Refer to "Install Data:
DSH SYSTEM" and job-specific instruction
of EMSEAL technician for complete
procedures.
• The material  should never be applied

to wet or damp substrates or installed
during inclement weather.  New
concrete must be allowed to cure
and dry for at least 7 days in good
drying weather.  For each day of rain
that occurs during that period, an
additional day should be added to
the 7 day drying time.  The sealant
bead must be recessed below the
deck surface to prevent abrasion
from traffic and snow removal
equipment.

• Store indoors at room temperature.
Expansion is quicker when warm,
slower when cold.

• Ensure material nominal size matches
joint size.

• Cut miters on ends to be joined.
• Mix epoxy and trowel onto joint faces

to depth of one half that of the
nominal material depth.

• Remove shrink-wrap packaging,
hardboard, and self-adhesive  release
paper.

• Apply heat to sides of the DSH foam
from propane torch to expand the
material to slightly larger than joint size
to ensure a snug enough fit to support
the weight of the material when
inserted into joint.

• Apply epoxy to both sides of the DSH
foam.

• Insert material into joint with at least a
1/4" (6mm) recess.

• Join lengths by pushing miters together.
• Wipe silicone facing using clean,

lint-free rag made damp with toluene.
• Apply thin bead of silicone sealant

along mitered join of silicone face.
• Once material has expanded across

the joint, gun and tool a 1/4" x 1/4"
(6mm x 6mm) corner bead at the
substrate-to-bellows interface. (Note:
unpainted metal surfaces and some
other non-porous surfaces may require
priming - consult EMSEAL.)

Printed with soy-based inks on acid-free, recycled, chlorine-free paper.

N/A
N/A

ASTM D3574
ASTM D3574
ASTM C711

ASTM D816

ASTM D3574

ASTM C518
ASTM C711

COLOR

Percent Solids (minimum)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY

Following tests conducted on Sealant Cured after 21 days at
25°C(77°F) and 50% RH:
ELONGATION PERCENT MINIMUM

Joint Modulus at 50 percent Elongation, psi (kPa) maximum
JOINT MODULUS AT 100 PERCENT ELONGATION, PSI (KPA)  MAXIMUM

Joint Modulus at 150 percent Elongation, psi (kPa) maximum
ADHESION TO CONCRETE, MINIMUM PERCENT ELONGATION

Adhesion to Asphalt, minimum percent Elongation
JOINT MOVEMENT CAPABILITY, +100/-50 PERCENT, 10 CYCLES

Weatherability

FLEXIBILTY

CELLULAR, HIGH DENSITY, POLYURETHANE FOAM

Polymer-modified asphalt
9-10 IB/FT3 (144-160 KG/M3)
45-50 lb/ft3  (720-800kg/m3)

21 PSI MIN (145 KPA)
150% min

185°F (85°C)
203°F (95°C)
-40°F (-40°C)
140°F min (60°C)
EXCELLENT

Excellent
EXCELLENT

None

3% MAX

0.34 Btu. in/hr. ft2.°F (0.05 W/m. °C)
NO CRACKING OR SPLITTING

0.011 perms

BASE MATERIAL

Impregnation
DENSITY (UNCOMPRESSED)
Density (compressed to 20% of
uncompressed width)
TENSILE STRENGTH

Elongation - ultimate
TEMPERATURE RANGE

HIGH - PERMANENT

HIGH - SHORT TERM

LOW

Softening point
UV RESISTANCE

Mildew resistance
RESISTANCE TO AGING

Bleeding
-40°F to 180°F (-40°C to 85°C)

COMPRESSION SET

70°C 50% RH AFTER 72 HRS.
Thermal conductivity
LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXIBILITY

32°F TO -10°F
(0°C TO -23°C)

Water vapor transmission
at 25% compression

Property Value
Table 2: Typical Physical Properties of DSH Foam

Property Value
Table 3: Typical Physical Properties of Silicone Coating

DARK GRAY

96
1.26 - 1.34

1400
7(48)
8(55)
9(62)
+600
+600
NO FAILURE

Unaffected by
climatic extremes
CURED SEALANT STAYS

RUBBERY FROM -45 TO

149°C(-50 TO 300°F)

Test Method

1-1/2" (50mm)
2" (50mm)
2" (50mm)
2-1/2" (60mm)
2-1/2" (60mm)
2-3/4" (70mm)
3-1/8" (80mm)
3-1/8" (80mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)
4" (100mm)
4" (100mm)
5" (125mm)
6" (150mm)

Depth of SealNominal Material Size
(Joint Size at Mean T°F)

3/4" (20mm)
1" (25mm)
1-1/4" (30mm)
1-1/2" (40mm)
1-3/4" (45mm)
2" (50mm)
2-1/4" (55mm)
2-1/2" (60mm)
2-3/4" (70mm)
3" (75mm)
3 1/4" (85mm)
3-1/2" (90mm)
3-3/4" (95mm)
4" (100mm)
5" (125mm)
6" (150mm)
• For sizes not shown consult EMSEAL.
• Select nominal material size to

correspond to joint-gap size at mean

temperature.

• Material is supplied in shrink-wrapped

sticks  of  6.56 ft. (2 M).

Table 4: DSH SYSTEM

  Sizing
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